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QUESTION: 117
You set up an AD/NT server. What is the purpose of the administrator username and
password?

A. allows users to change their password on the NT device via the IVE.
B. ALLOWS THE IVE TO QUERY THE AD/NT FOR GROUP NAMES FOR ROLEMAPPING PURPOSES
C. ALLOWS THE IVE TO CONNECT TO THE AD/NT DOMAIN AND SUBMIT
CREDENTIALS ON BEHALF OF THE USERS.
D. Allows the IVE to query the D/NT for available users so you can select their names
from a list role-mapping purposes

Answer: B

QUESTION: 118
What is required to configure an AD/NT server to validate usernames?

A. domain controller
B. administrator name
C. Kerberos realm name
D. Allow trusted domains must be selected.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 119
What are two benefits of using SSL? (Choose two)

A. SSL is an application layer protocol so it has no NAT or firewall transversal issues.
B. Remote Access with SSL only requires a web browser on the client for basic access.
C. SSL is a network layer protocol so it provides easy access to latge numbers of users
with minimal configuration.
D. While SSL VPNs are more difficult to set up than IPSec VPNs, they are much faster
and offer higher encryption rates than that of IPSec VPNs.

Answer: A,B
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QUESTION: 120
What are two functions performed by the intermediation engine? (Choose two)

A. Authorization This function insures users trying to access the IVE are who they say
they are then forwards requests to the inside server using those credentials.
B. Authorization This function insures users trying to access the IVE are who they say
they are then intermediates requests to the inside server using those credentials.
C. Transformer This function can modify the "chunked" data stream before it passes the
data to the request handlers. Transformers modify internal URLs, HTML markup and
scripts to refer to "virtual" URLs/markup/scripts sourced from the IVE appliance.
D. Parser This function processes data streams into chunks that can be manipulated by
the transformers.

Answer: C,D
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